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T-LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS FOR FUZZY NUMBERS 1 
A N D R E A M A R K O V Á - S T U P Ň A N O V Á 
The notions of a /-norm and of a fuzzy number are recalled. The law of large numbers 
for fuzzy numbers is defined. The fuzzy numbers, for which the law of large numbers holds, 
are investigated. The case when the law of large numbers is violated is studied. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
1.1. Triangular norms, T-addition of fuzzy quantities 
Since the law of large numbers for fuzzy numbers is based on the T-sum of fuzzy 
quantities, we recall some important results concerning /-norms. 
Definition 1. A triangular norm (shortly t-norm) T is a non-decreasing, associa­
tive and commutative [0, l ] 2 —> [0,1] mapping that satisfies the boundary condition 
Va?G[O l l] l T(x > l) = x. 
Definition 2. A continuous /-norm T is called Archimedean if 
Vz E]0,1[, T(x,x)< x. 
Note some well-known /-norms. The strongest /-norm is minimum TM(X,2/) = 
min(x}y). On the other hand, the Weakest /-norm is drastic product T/j> defined as 
follows 
{ min(z, y) if max(x, y) = 1, 
0 elsewhere. 
Continuous Archimedean /-norms can be divided into two classes: strict and nilpo-
tent. An example of a strict (i.e. continuous, strictly increasing on ]0, l]2) /-norm 
is the algebraic product Tp, and an example of a nilpotent /-norm (Archimedean, 
continuous, not strict) is the Lukasiewicz /-norm TL(X) y) = max(0, x + y — 1). 
^his research was supported by the grants VEGA 1/4064/97 and VEGA 2/6087/99. 
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We recall that fuzzy quantity A is a fuzzy subset of the real line. The addition of 
fuzzy quantities is based on a given t-norm T, following Zadeh's extension principle, 
by 
A © T B(z) = sup (T(A(x), B(y))), zeR 
x+y=z 
where A, B are given fuzzy quantities. If T is an Archimedean continuous tf-norm 
with additive generator / then the addition of fuzzy quantities can be expressed as 
follows 
A 0 T B(z) = /(- 1 ) ( inf (/ o A(x) + f o B(y))) , z G R, 
\x+y=z J 
where Ft"""1) is the pseudoinverse of /, defined by 
f(-V(x) = f-1 (min(/(0), x)) , x E [0, +oo[. 
Definition 3. Let A\,..., An be fuzzy quantities, n E N. Then their T-arithmetic 
mean MUIT is defined as follows 
Mn,T(x) = - (Ax 0 T • • • © T An) (x) := (Ax © T • • • © T An) (nx). n 
1.2. Fuzzy numbers 
Definition 4. A fuzzy quantity A is called a fuzzy number if it is convex fuzzy 
subsets of R with one modal value only, i.e. 
— Vx<y<zER, A(y) > min(A(x)) A(z)), 
— VlaER, A(a) = 1. 
Any continuous fuzzy number can be written as a triple A = (a,F, G) where F 
and G are continuous decreasing functions from [0,oo[ to [0,1], such that F(x) = 
G(x) = 1 if and only if 
{ F(x — a) if x < a G(x — a) if x > a. 
The functions F and G will be called the shape functions. 
A special case of a continuous fuzzy number is a LR-ixizzy number, i.e., contin­
uous fuzzy number with bounded support. 
Definition 5. A fuzzy quantity A is a so called LR-fuzzy number A = (a, a, /3)LR 
if the corresponding membership function satisfies for all x G R 
f L(^) , for a - a < ; r < a, 
A(x) = { R (zf±) , for a < x < a + /?, 
0 else, 
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where a is the peak (modal value) of A, a > 0 and /? > 0 is the left and the right 
spread, respectively, and L and R are decreasing continuous functions from [0,1] to 
[0,1] such that L(x) = R(x) = 1 iff x = 0 and L(x) = #(*) = 0 iff x = V 
Note that, if shape functions L and I2 are linear, i.e., L(x) = /?(#) = 1 — x, we 
will speak about triangular, or linearly fuzzy number A = (A, a, (3). 
1.3. The law of large numbers for fuzzy numbers 
Definition 6. [2] Let A be a given fuzzy number. Let D b e a subset of R and 
D be the complement of D. The grade of possibility of statement "D contains the 
value of A" is defined by 
w(D) = sup A(x). 
xeD 
The grade of necessity of the statement "D contains the value of A" is defined by 
M(D) = 1 - TT(D). 
Fuller [2] introduced the law of large numbers for special LR4uzzy numbers and 
^-norms bounded by the Hamacher product tf-norm. 
Theorem 1. (The law of large numbers, [2]) Let An = ( a n , a , a ) , n G N be 
symmetric triangular fuzzy numbers and let T < T#0, where 7H0(#,2/) = x^Lxy 
(whenever (x, y) ^ (0, 0)) is the Hamacher product. If a = limn_+oo
 a i +' n +
a n exists, 
then for any e > 0 
lim M (aW -e<MnT< a
(n ) + e) = 1, n 7 ' (!) 
-IV ( lim Mn y = a) = 1, 
\n—+oo ' / 
where a W = ai+-*» m 
However, note that Fuller's law of large numbers is not defined correctly. Hie re-
quires (in his proof) that conditions (1) are equivalent to condition limn-+oo MniT(z) 
= Xa(z), what is not true. See the following example. 
Example 1. Let A{ be crisp fuzzy numbers An = Xan, an = Q )
n , n G N. The 
limit of the arithmetic means of peaks af- is equal to zero, limfi_KXD a^ = 0 and 
the T-arithmetic mean of fuzzy numbers Ai, i = 1 , . . . , n, is for arbitrary tf-norm T 
defined by MnfT(z) = Xa(n)(z). However limn_oo MntT(z) = 0 / Xo(z) whenever 
z = 0. 
Hence, we have to define the law of large numbers for fuzzy numbers as follows: 
I ( 1 if z = a, 
lim - (Ai ®T • • • ©T An) (z) = { (2) 
n-*°° n I 0 otherwise, 
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where Any n £ N are fuzzy numbers with peaks at- and a = lim
 fli+"+q". 
n—»-oo T 
In the same paper Fuller showed that for TM (-7M(Z,2/) = min(x,y)) the law of 
large numbers is violated. Note that the law of large numbers (2) with respect to 
TM (and then for all /-norms) holds only for every special fuzzy LR-iuzzy numbers 
An = (a, an,/3n)LR such that lim -̂ Y]? - a8- = 0 and the same for the right spreads. 
n—>oo n 
On the other hand the class of sequences of fuzzy numbers such that the law 
of large numbers holds with respect to the weakest /-norm TD is very large. It 
contains, e.g., all sequences {An = (a,an , /?n)/ynHn , n £ IV} of LR-iuzzy numbers 
with bounded spreads a n , (3n < C, as well as all sequences {An = ( a ,F n ,G n ) , n £ 
IV} of fuzzy numbers with bounded shapes (Fn,Gn < F} n £ 1V, where F is shape 
function) and unbounded support, etc. 
2. T-LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS FOR FUZZY NUMBERS 
Recently, Hong [4] has shown that to each shape function L : [0,1] —• [0,1] there 
exists a concave shape function L* such that L* > L. 
Lemma 1. For any additive generator / of a strict /-norm and for any shape 
function F there exist a shape function Fj such that Fj > F and / o Fj is convex. 
P r o o f . Let / be a generator of a strict /-norm. Then / o F is increasing con-
tinuous function. By the same arguments as used by Hong in [4], there exists a 
convex function F* < F o F. Put Fj = f~l o F*. Then Fj > f~l(f o F) = F and 
/ o Fj — F* is convex. ---
Lemma 2. For any nilpotent /-norm T\ there exists a strict /-norm T% such that 
Tl<T2. 
The p r o o f is obvious. If we realize that TL <TP, it is enough to apply Mesiar's 
transformation principle [11]. • 
Theorem 2. (T-law of large numbers) Let An = (a,an,/?n)LH, n £ 1V be LR-
iuzzy numbers with bounded spread sequences, i.e., an < c, (3n < c, n £ 1V, for 
some c > 0. Then the law of large numbers holds with respect to any continuous 
Archimedean /-norm T, i.e. 
1 f 1 if z = a, 
lim - (Ai 0 T • • • 0 T an) (z) = <{ n-*°° n ^ 0 otherwise. 
P r o o f . Let T be a strict /-norm and let Lj > L, Rj < R be shapes such that 
the composites / o Lj and / o Rj are convex (existence of Lj, Rj is ensured by 
Lemma 1). Then An < Bn = (a, c, C)LSRS, n £ IV. It is obvious that 
- (A\ ®T '"®T An) (a) = 1 for all n £ IV. n 
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Further, for z^a, say for z e]a, a + c], we have by [10, 11] 
- (-4i 0 T • • • © T An) (z) < - (Bi 0 T • • • 0 T -9n) (*) 
= Г'(-/.Д/(^i))^o. 
For z > a + c, £ (Ai ®y • • • ©^ ^4n) (2:) = 0. The case when z < a is similar. 
We have proved that the law of large numbers holds for arbitrary strict tf-norm. 
As far as it holds for any weaker tf-norm, by Lemma 2 it holds for any nilpotent 
tf-norm, too. • 
Theorem 2 can be easily generalized to the case of LR-iuzzy numbers An = 
(a,an,/?n)Lntfn such that an < c, f3n < c, Ln < Lf, Rn < Rf) n G N. 
The requirements of Theorem 2 are sufficient conditions only. In the following 
example the spreads of incoming fuzzy numbers are unbounded. 
Example 2. Let An = (0, y/n) y/n), n G 1V be linear fuzzy numbers. Consider the 
Lukasiewicz £-norm TL . Then 
M, 
and 
Í>TL = -(A1®rL~-®TLAn) = -(0,,/ň,y/ň) = -An = (o,—, — ) 
lim MUiTL = xo. 
n—>oo 
In the next example the shape functions are not bounded by any shape function. 
Example 3. Let An = (0,1, l)L n L n , n G N be LR-iuzzy numbers with the shape 
functions Ln(x) = 1 - xV
ln(n+3). The limit function 
f i x e [0,1[ 
L(x) = lim Ln = ( n-°° \ 0 x = 1 
is not a shape function. Consider the Lukasiewicz tf-norm TL. Then 
- ( 0 , 0 , 0 ) < -(A1®TL •••®TLAn)< -(An®TL •••®TLAn). n n n 
Hence for x ̂  0 
\ {An <BTL • • • ®TL An) (x) = max (o, 1 - n\x\VH^)"j t 
then 
lim Mn}TL = Xo, 
n—>oo 
i.e., the law of large numbers holds. 
In the following example the spreads and the shape functions are unbounded. 
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Example 4. Let An = (0, ln(n + 3), ln(n + 3))z,nLn, n G IV be LIZ-fuzzy numbers 
with shape functions Ln as in previous Example 3. Ln(x) = 1 —arv
 l n ( n + 3 ) . Consider 
the Lukasiewicz J-norm T^. Then using the same way as in the previous example 
we can show 
lim MnjTL = Xo, 
n—>oo 
i. e., the law of large numbers holds. 
For continuous fuzzy numbers An = (a,F,G), n E N, with unbounded supports 
the law of large numbers holds, too. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let An = (a,F, G), n G IV be fuzzy numbers with unbounded sup­
port, i.e., supp.An = (—00,00). Then the law of large numbers (2) holds with 
respect to any continuous Archimedean tf-norm T. 
P r o o f . Let T be a strict tf-norm and let Ff > F, Gf > G be shapes such that 
the composites /oFf and /oGf are convex. Then An < Bn = (a,Ff,Gf), n G IV. 
By [12] for all z G R we have 





for all x > 0, similarly for GP . 
By the same arguments as in the previous proof, the law of large numbers holds 
for any nilpotent t-norm, too. • 
The requirement of equal peaks is not a necessary condition, too. See the following 
example. 
Example 5. Consider the Gaussian fuzzy numbers 
( * - M n ) 2 
G(vLn,<rl)~An(x) = e < , n G IV, 
we can be write as triples f/in, F^
n\ F^*)) J, where F(x) = e~x , and the product 
*-normTp. Then by [10] 
MntTp = - (Ax ©Tp • • • ©Tp An) 
= h + n
+ , i n , F^"<\nx), F^'<\nx)\ , 
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where n 2 x 2 
Frt+'"*2*\nx) = e ~ ' i + " X + ^ . 
If exists 
r /ii + h/in , ,. rc
2 
/i = hm and hm —75 =• = 00 
n — 0 0 n n-foo (j{ + h <Tn 
then the law of large numbers holds. As an example, take /in = —-, n G N and 
<7?=<72 = .... 
Theorem 4. Let An = (an,F, G), n G N, and let an Archimedean continuous 
/-norm T with additive generator /, such that f o F and / o G are convex, be given. 
Let 
n 
v 1 V -
lim — y a{ = a G R\ 
n—• oo n ^—"' 
i = l 
6 = lim j 22,Q-i — na J = lim Y^(a» — a), |6| G]0,oo[; 
f (/oE) ' (0) if 
1 (/oG)'(0) if 
ч i = l / i = l 
6 > 0 
c = < = 0 . 
6 < 0 
Then the law of large numbers (2) holds. 
P r o o f . Suppose that b > 0. Then there is some no G N such that for all n > no, 
E"=i ai > na" T h e n by [121 
- (.Ai ©T • • • 0 T An) (a) = (.Ai ©T • • • © T -In) (na) 
= ^(-/-K2--?--*))-
Now 
/ " f f c - i " * - ™ ) / " ) 




J|im / ( - ^ ( n . / o / A ( ^ a , - n a ) / n ) ) = / ( _ 1 ) (0) = 1. 
U = l 
For z < a we get 
1 
BMier-er-4„)W--(-4ier-er-4„)(»z) 
= / - > ( - / . І - ( Ì Ê « . - ' ) ) 0 
and similarly for z > a. 
However, we cannot drop the requirement of the Archimedean property for T. 
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Theorem 5. Let An = (a, « , / ? )LH, n 6 IV and let T be a continuous f-norm. We 
denote 
A(z) = sup (c G [0,1]; c < A^z), T(c, c) = c). 
Then 
lim - (.Ai 0 r • • • © T -4n) (*) = -4(z). 
P r o o f . Following [1], if T(c,c) = c and Ai(z) = c, then £ ( J 4 I © T - ••©T-4n)(^) = 
c = -A(z) for all n G -V. If A\(z) is not an idempotent element of T, then it is 
contained in some interval ]ajb,/?jb[ from the ordinal sum decomposition of T. Then 
by [1] and Theorem 2, Jimn-+0o ^(Ai ©T • • • © T An)(z) = ak = J4(*) .
 D 
Corollary 1. Let An = (a, a,/?)/,#, n G IV and let T be a non-Archimedean 
continuous tf-norm. Then the law of large numbers does not hold. 
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE T-LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS 
IN SPECIFIC CASES 
Let An = (a, an,/?n)L,nHn. Let T be an Archimedean tf-norm with an additive gen-
erator / . Then the validity of the T-law of large numbers for (An)n^N is equivalent 
to the validity of the condition: 
J im n /* (A<n>) > /(0) for all x £ 0, (3) 
where /* is some convex lower bound of an additive generator / of T, and A^ 
is the lowest concave upper bound of centralized fuzzy numbers Ai,..., An we are 
dealing with, i.e., 
AW(x) > Ai(x - a,-), Vz G R, Vi G { 1 , . . . , n}. 
Proposition 1. The sequence of linear fuzzy numbers (An)n£N, An = (a, a n , /?n), 
n G IV, obeys the Tp-law of large numbers whenever limn_»oo jr = oo, where cn = 
m a x ( a i , . . . , a n , ft, ... ,/?„). 
P r o o f . It is immediate that 
0, m a x ( a i , . . . , c*n), max(/?i, . . . , /?n) A(n) = 
4* V 
\ O n &n 
Recall that f(x) = - log x is a (convex) additive generator of tf-norm Tp. Then the 
condition (3) is fulfilled whenever 
CO = lim - n l o g ŕ m a x í o , 1 - — j j = Jlirn -nlog ímax í 0, 1 - ^ - j j 
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for any x > 0, i.e., 
lim —n log ( max ( 0 , 1 ) ) = +00. 
n-00 ^ \ cnJJ 
If {cn}neN is bounded, then the latest equality is obvious (and then limn—oo 7- = 
00). For cn —• 00, it is 
lim — n log ( max ( 0, 1 ) ) = x lim — = +00 
n—00 \̂  ^ CnJJ n — oo Cn 
(for all x > 0) iff 
i - n 
l im — = 0 0 . • 
n->oo cn 
Remark. Note that lim — = 00 if and only if lim -7- = lim #- = 00. 
n—>oo Cn n—*oo n n-*oo "n 
We can generalize Proposition 1 in several directions. Firstly, let /* be a convex 
lower bound of an additive generator / of a tf-norm T (if / is itself convex, we can 
take /* = / ) . Then the conclusions of Proposition 1 with respect to the T-law of 
large numbers are valid whenever (/*)'(1"~) < 0. Recall that in the case of T = Tp, 
( - l o g l - y = - 1 . For the Hamacher product THo, f(x) = ± - 1 and / ' (1~) = - 1 . 
For the Yager /-norm Tj, p E]0,oo[, fp(x) = (1 — x)
p. In the case p < 1, fp 
are concave and the corresponding /* is, e.g., /* = 1 — x with (/*);(1"") = —1. In 
all these cases Proposition 1 can be applied. However, for p > 1, fp(l~) = 0, and 
Proposition 1 cannot be applied. 
Proposi t ion 2. The sequence of linear (triangular) fuzzy numbers (-An)n€/y, An = 
(a,an , /3n), n G N obeys the T^-law of large numbers for a given p > 1 whenever 
limn_,oo 3" — °°i where cn is defined as in Proposition 1. 
P r o o f . It is enough to deal with unbounded sequence {cn}neN> Then 
lim n ( 1 — ( max ( 0, 1 ) ) ) = x lim -s-, x > 0 
n->oo \ \ ^ CnJJJ n->oo (fn 
and 
x lim 4" > 1 = / P ( 0 ) for all x > 0 
n—>oo Cn 
is equivalent to 
,. n 
l i m -p- = 00 . • 
n—•oo Ch 
Note that Proposition 2 can be derived directly from results of Kolesarova [5, 6]. 
Indeed, following [5, 6], it is 
i (A, err - e r r An) = ( a , I ( g a ? ) 1 / , , I ( ^ / ) 1/g) , 
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where i + A = 1. Then the T^- law of large numbers is equivalent to the equalities 
„'toi(|:^) I"=„'ta;( |:^) ,"=o- «> 
It is a mat te r of simple calculations to show tha t equalities (4) are fulfilled whenever 
ap 0P 
lim -=2. = lim OL = 0, 
n—•oo n n-+oo n 
or equivalently 
lim -=- = oo. 
n—oo Cn 
On the other hand, we can generalize also the shapes L and R. If L* and R* are the 
corresponding concave upper bounds, the non-zero value of derivatives (/* o L * ( 0 + ) ) ' 
and (/* o R*(0+))r allows to apply Proposition 1. 
(Received October 8, 1999.) 
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